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First of all

This document also represents the plan as of September 15, 2023.

DiscoverFeed Corporation, which is responsible for business 

development and operation in the Metaverse Project by DMC LAB.

Please note that there is a possibility that changes may be made to 

these plans in the future.

Metaverse Space Development and 
Operation

Content Development and Operation
User Development

Blockchain Development
TOKEN Design and Development
Project Collaborator Development

What we consider a metaverse space

１． Replicate the same value online as in the real world

Stimulate the economy by building a new economic zone by constructing 

entertainment, communication, shopping, and other functions that are 

necessary in the real world.

２．Create an environment free of physical, temporal, and physical constraints

Build a borderless environment where able-bodied and disabled people can 

participate equally in society.

３． Enabling the unattainable in the real world

Create opportunities to expand individual possibilities for artist activities, social 

contribution activities, and business activities that cannot be realized in the real 

world.



PART-１
Metaverse Project 

Description



Vision

Discover Park（ Gateway to the Metaverse ）

Entertaiment
Club

DiscoverFeed will recreate existing facilities in a digital space where 

people can make friends with people from all over the world, enjoy 

music and art, and experience shopping and travel.

We will develop a metaverse space where the real and virtual merge.

Shopping
Apparel, interior 

design,
Home Appliances, 

Cosmetics

Travel
Places to visit

Accommodations

Business
Office

Showroom

Education
Culture 
Schools

Entertaiment
gallery

Entertaiment
theater

Check-in / Registration



Technology

DiscoverFeed utilizes digital twin technology to reproduce the real 

world in virtual space without spending time and money, and builds a 

unique economic zone by utilizing our proprietary applications.

Users
Matching function

chat function
E-commerce 

function
LIVE Video

Delivery Function

HMDsmart phone PC

Entertainment
Facilities

IPFS Distribution
Data Storage Server

3D Walkthrough
Engine

NFT Issuance and
Management System

Infrastructure Operations

Application Development

UI (device) development

Spatial Content 
Development

Avatars
Video Calling 

Features
Avatar AI function

Avatars
dress-up function

Avatars
Motion Functions

Commercial 
Facilities

Historic 
Buildings

office

Our own application

Support for 
all devices

Providing 
spatial data

Provide the 
same services 
as in real life

Providing the 
same 

hospitality 
as in real life



Business

② Digital Twin Production & Operation 
Business
Existing facilities will be recreated on the 
metaverse using digital twin technology to 
promote economic activities such as 
entertainment, shopping, and travel.

①Membership NFT Business
NFTs will be converted to memberships 
that can be used at both real and 
metaverse facilities, and a marketplace 
will be created and sold.

➂ In-house media business (META 
CLUB business)
You can visit clubs that you have never been able to go 
to before by converting existing nightclubs into 
Metaverse clubs.
You can enjoy watching DJs play and talking with your 
friends in the Meta Club. 

Creating new rights and values in the metaverse space

Creating a new economic model in the metaverse space

Creating new residents in the metaverse space

DiscoverFeed creates new rights and values on the metaverse space.

Creating a new economic model in the metaverse space.

By creating new residents (members) in the metaverse space

We will build a new economic sphere in the metaverse space.



1． Enjoy DJ play

You can visit clubs you normally cannot go to from 

your PC, smartphone, or HMD and enjoy the 

performances of DJs from around the world.

Giving a gift may give you a chance to get to know 

the DJs better.

2．Enjoy conversations with friends from around the world

In the METAClub, you can chat with friends from all over the 

world.

If you are interested in someone, you can request to chat with 

them and enjoy private chats.

You can build a closer relationship with your chat partner by 

giving them a gift.

3． Enjoy being the owner of your own club.

METAClub will establish a membership program for a 

limited number of members and sell memberships as NFT.

As owners, members receive discounts at real facilities, 

invitations to members-only events, and membership 

rental fee revenue.

As the METAClub grows, so does the value of the 

membership ticket.

Members can also enjoy the benefits of running a business.

4． Enjoy yourself as a virtual DJ

DJ sound sources can be obtained by downloading a 

music production application and purchasing a Sound 

NFT card.

You can create your original music based on the 

sound source and play it on the METAClub, a well-

known virtual DJ.

How to enjoy METAVERSE CLUB
DiscoverFeed will create 75 of the world's most famous clubs in the 

Metaverse space and offer four fun activities.



Anyone can participate in DiscoverFeed through a browser
◎Main Site Contents and Operation [Metaverse Application

*The following is the design development screen.

Avatar When you log in to an event, you set your avatar.
Event attendees can have voice or chat conversations with other avatars as avatars 
approach them (configurable for each event).

Video streaming  Live streaming of artists and DJs, DJ talks, etc. are also supported.
Optional settings allow for linkage with videos of DJ avatars.

Announcement ticker  When there is a notification or information, it is 
displayed and a ticker is played.

Motion Customization You can customize your own dance by customizing the 
motion on your computer and on your smartphone as well.

Friends Menu The upper right corner of the screen is where the friends menu appears.
It is equipped with SNS-like functions such as searching for friends in DF and sending 
friend requests.

My Page Menu The My Page menu appears in the lower left corner of the screen.
You can move to various setting screens such as changing avatars and purchasing points.

Record This menu of tools allows users to participate in the event themselves, such as 
sending a donation or gift.
Slide the record to see the list of donations and the records of participating users.

Application Functions



You can enjoy the same conversation on your mobile phone as you 
do on your computer.

※Below is the design development screen.

Site Image & Interface



DiscoverFeed CLUBs
DiscoverFeed will open METAVERSE CLUB SEL OVTAGON TOKYO as the first 

commercial service of the METAVERSE project.

Over the next two and a half years, we will expand to 75 prominent clubs around the 

world.

SEL OCTAGON TOKYO(JAPAN)

ROYAL(PHILIPPINES)Oriental Jack(KOREA)

WARP SHINJUKU(JAPAN) MAHARAJA(JAPAN)



DiscoverFeed CONTENT①
DiscoverFeed is a business concept that has been endorsed by 14 of 

the world's top DJs.

MASANORI MORITA



2023.11ー
By Entry DJs

Metaverse Club Event Held

2023.11ー
Triumphant return event by ranker DJs
@Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan

DiscoverFeed CONTENT②
ASIA TOP50 Djanes will be developed in partnership with Djanemag.com, a Girls DJ 

ranking media that operates in 14 countries around the world.

2023.10.18
Ranking

Announcement
＠ADE

2023.9ー
Voting 

begins

2023.8ー
Entry 

Acceptance
(about 100 

people)

Activity planning

Alliance Models

Send users to

DJ performance opportunities 
provided



DiscoverFeed will develop a virtual art gallery that displays paintings on digital twin 

space data, allowing visitors to experience the gallery as if they were actually walking 

through it and purchase the paintings.

This virtual gallery will be operated in collaboration with ParalynArt, an organization 

that supports the independence of people with disabilities by enabling them to paint.

By promoting the art gallery for people with disabilities, we will implement activities for 

the following five of the SDGs set forth by the United Nations.

ParalynArt (art data management for people with disabilities)

DiscoverFeed

Virtual Art Gallery

Art data provided

Digital Twin
Spatial data provision

Corporat
ion

Sponsorship
SDG Contribution

Consu
mer

Purchase artwork
Donations for the 

disabled

DiscoverFeed Social Contribution Activities （１）



Only a small percentage of people with disabilities are able to paint.

DiscoverFeed will collaborate with world-renowned musicians to create music as a follow-up to 

Paralympic Art in order to expand the number of people with disabilities to whom we can 

provide support.

The music produced will be sold to the world and events will be held.

Music production by people with disabilities from around the world

DiscoverFeed Partner DJｓ

Virtual Clubs

Arranging Songs
Remixing
Singing

Providing music
production for people with 

disabilities
Support for activities

corpor
ation

Sponsorship
SDG 

Contribution

consu
mer

Buy Music
Donate to the 

Disabled

The music produced will be sold on 

DiscoverFeed's dedicated website.

In addition, the disabled will be made into 

avatars and perform live with DiscoverFee's 

world-renowned METAClub.

Creation of Paralympic Music

DiscoverFeed Social Contribution Activities（２）



DiscoverFeedのBusiness Expansion Strategy

Contents
Expansion

Metaverse 
Space

Expansion

The Metaverse 
Residents
Expansion

Business 
Revenues

Improvement

Metaverse 
Space
Value 

Enhancement

The World's
TopDJ 

Participation

Around the 
World
GirlsDJ 

Participation

people with 
disabilities

Artist Participation

World
Eminent Clubs
Participation

The World's
Digital Twin

Alliances with 
Production 
Companies

Alliances with

The World's
Music Fans

Participation

The World's
Internet users
Participation

Around the World
Social Activists
Participation

Membership 
NFT

Sales 
Expansion

Avatar Items
Donation NFT

Sales 
Expansion



DiscoverFeed's management structure

Global financial group with financial 
operations in 15 countries

Philip Securities Subsidiary
System development and 
management company

Minkabu Subsidiary Block
Chain system development 

company

The Largest Investor 
Community in Japan

Management Company

Membership NFT
Sales Cooperation

TopDJ in the world

Content 
Provision

World's Major Music Companies

A company that supports 
the independence of people 
with disabilities through art

business 
partnership

Marketing 
Support

capital alliance

Israel
EDM Media

Singapore
Media specialized in GirlsDJ

The Netherlands
Music radio station Hong Kong

eventer

ADE
The world's largest music 

event

Region Partners

Membership NFT
Marquette Place

Joint Management

Membership NFT
Joint 

Development

B to B
Business Areas

B to C
Business Areas



The World TopCLUB 36 locations Affiliations

META CLUB
 OPEN

Milestones

contentsServicePlatform

Membership NFT 
Development

The 
World
ToPDJ

9 
Partners

The 
World
ToPDJ

14 
Partners

ASIA
Top50
Djanes
start

Decentralized Music Chain
OPEN

Digital Twin
Platforms

Development

Metaverse 
Application

Avatar function 
development

Minkabu Group
Phillip Securities
Group Capital 

Alliance

Membership NFT
Platform

Development

Paralyn
MUSIC
 OPEN

Partner 
Facilities
Expansi

on

DJ
Card
NFT

Develop
ment

Djanemag
cooperatio

n

Djanemag
Global

Expansion

The 
World
ToPDJ

50 
Partners

The 
World
ToPDJ

50 
Partners

ROYAL
WARP

Maharaja
cooperati

on

Oriental
Jack

cooperatio
n

OCTAGON
capital 
alliance

2023

2024

2025

2026

2022

The World
TopCLUB

36 
locations

Affiliations

META GALLARY
 OPEN

The World
TopCLUB

75 
locations

Affiliations

Contribut
ions to 
Society

NFT
Develop

ment

Paralyn
Art

Tie-Ups



DiscoverFeed Three-Year Business Plan

Sales（＄）

13,000,000

12,000,000

11,000,000

10,000,000

9,000,000

8,000,000

7,000,000

6,000,000

5,000,000

4,000,000

3,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

0 

2024 2025 2026

META CLUB business

Club

Other

Club

Other

Club

Other

Membership NFT 
Business

digital twin
commissioned work

＄4,600,000 ＄11,150,000 ＄22,060,000
Earnings 
Forecast

Business Plan Strategy
・Sales of membership NFT will be the main source of income for 
the first three years of the business.

・Membership NFT will initially be dominated by clubs,
Various commercial facilities such as hotels and restaurants will join 
the NFT.

・NFT memberships for artists other than those for clubs and 
restaurants are also planned to be introduced.

・In the digital twin commissioning business, we are planning to 
add additional contents to the existing spatial data rather than 
creating new ones.
Digital twin outsourcing business is not a new production, but a 
new economic model by adding additional contents to the existing 
spatial data.

・The META CLUB business will grow along with the expansion of 
participating clubs.

・The META CLUB content will expand from club music to other 
music genres.



PART-２
Block Chain＆Token

Description



Block Chain and TOKEN Project
Developing the Decentralized Music Chain (DMC), a blockchain to unite the world 

for music production, sales, and management.

We will develop the Decentralized Music Chain (DMC) and issue DMCoin, a TOKEN 

for rewards, payments, and donations within the chain.

The DMC will be managed by DMC DAO, a voluntary organization.

Contributor①
DJs

Providing 
music

Contributor②
persons with 

disabilities
Processing of 

music

Contributor➂
Creators
Creative 

Work

Decentralized

Music

 Chain

Contributor④
Engineers
System 

Development

Contributor⑤
Influencers
Information 

diffusion

Contributor⑥
sponsorship

Financial 
Support

Users
Buy Songs

Copyright Information Management
(music providers, processors, ancillary content producers, etc.)

Distribution management
(number of plays, number of downloads)



DMCCoin Overview

DMCCoin is a token issued by DMC JAB.PTE.LTD and is

for compensation and resolution within the DMC DAO in support of 

DiscoverFeed's business.

1) Function as a governance token

in the virtual space & real facilities that DiscoverFeed operates

2) Functioning as a utility token

within the Paralyn Art Virtual Gallery.

3) Function as a donation token

The system has the following functions

disabled 
person

Crypto Asset Exchange

DJ Compensa
tion
Payment

Donation
Payment

DMCCoin
Sales

consumer

Activity 
Contributors

DJs, influencers,
Creators, etc.

Social 
Contribution 

Activist

Use as a 
utility 
token

Governance 
Tokens

Earn 
rewards

Donation 
Token

Donations as

DMCCoin
Purchase

DMCCoin
Sales

DMCCoin
Purchase

Activities
Support

Utility tokens Governance
token

Donation
token

DMCCoin
Sales

Activities
Support



UTILITY

Consumer

Real CLUBs

OCEAN 
（KOREA/ SEOUL ）

FROGN
（KOREA/DAEGU）

BBODDO
（KOREA/DAEGU）

BELPOS
（KOREA/BUSAN）

ABC
（KOREA/GWANGJU）

LINK（KOREA/JEJU）

Oriental Jack
（KOREA/SEOUL）

LIVIN
（KOREA/ SEOUL ）

TRACK
（KOREA/ SEOUL ）

BOHH
（KOREA/DAEGU）

SPACE
（KOREA/BUSAN）

SEL OCTAGON
（JAPAN/TOKYO）

MAHARAJA
（JAPAN/TOKYO）

ROYAL
（PHILLIPINS/MANILA

）

WARP
（JAPAN/TOKYO）

Metaverse Club

OCTAGON
JAPAN

Oriental Jack
KOREA

Partner Company BEPCTANGENT
Real Festivals

Partner NFT Project
Raving Goblyn

World Famous Club’s 
around the world

Asia's largest Used at 
festivals

Used within 
Metaverse Club

Used in NFT 
projects

DiscoverFeed Partner Facilities

Hotel
Restaura

nt
Shop

Sightseei
ng spot

Partner clubs will be 
expanded sequentially

In real facilities 
Expansion of use

Paralympic Art 
Project

For the Disabled 
Donation 
Activities

Virtual Art Gallery

World DJ 
Festival

World KPOP 
Festival

S2O KOREA SEOUL PARK
Music Festival



UTILITY

Service Image

Strategic partnership with BRITO WALLET to make DMCCOIN

 available to clubs and events.

BRITO WALLET is a multi-WALLET that supports 18 blockchains

 and manages 1400 different crypto assets.

This partnership will allow users to purchase tickets in DMCCCOIN 

within the WALLET and immediately enjoy the services at the facility.

Expansion of crypto usersExpansion of facilities 

and services used



TOKEN ECONOMY

Consumer Social Activist

Crypto Currency Exchange

Crypto Currency Exchange

Buy DMCCoin

DMCCoin Offering

Real Club
Real Festival

Metaverse Club 
Metaverse Festival

Paralympic Art
Virtual Gallery

Clubs, Festivals
Buy Voucher

Avatar Items
Buy Digital 

Content
Buy NFT Donation

Partner Clubs
Festivals 

Organizers
Partner DJs Artist with disabilities

Payment for 
tickets

Payment for 
services

Payment of 
performance 

fees

NFT 
Payment Donation



TOKEN Allocation Plan

■TOKEN Allocation Plan

Total Issued
2,000,000,000 DMCC

Circulation on 
7.1.2024

196,750,809 DMCC
9.84％

Contributor
【 1.05 billion / 52.5％】

 Reward pool for all contributors to the DMC DAO
１）Sole proprietorship collaborator
DiscoverFeed platform development support, DJs, designers, influencers, etc.
Number of cards issued 95,287,854 DMCC
２） Partners
Region partners, partner facilities, promotional companies, music-related 
companies, etc.
Number of cards issued 78,412,955 DMCC

Team
【 530 million / 26.5％】

 Lock-up for 12 months after initial exchange listing, followed by gradual 
unlocking in 5 years
Business Development, Marketing/PR, Advisor Compensation, Region 
Development, Team Member Compensation, etc.
Number of cards issued 0 DMCC

Investors
【 60 Million / 3％】

 Funded by SAFT contract, 20% distributed every 6 months after contract
Initial platform development, business development, partnerships, support, etc. 
Number of cards issued 23,000,000 DMCC

Reserve【 360 million / 18％】
 New project development costs. Exchange listing fees, market make-up, etc.

Number of cards issued 50,000 DMCC



COMUNITY

DJs from around the 
world 

Music fans from 
around the world are 

participating

Global collaborators 
(influencers, creators, 
engineers, etc.) are 

participating in the project.

Fan rooms for the world's Top DJs are now 

open!

Currently 12 DJ fan rooms have been opened.

The fan rooms will be expanded in the future 

to promote the participation of DJs' fans.

GirlsDJ Fan Room Opens

A fan room for world-class GirlsDJs 

will also be opened!

DMC DAO is a community of 12,000 club music fans in Koreamusic 

fans and DJs in Korea.

https://discord.gg/C7pF4fm7



CEO
Yoshimichi Tsuyuki

‘

BOARD MEMBER

CMO
Shiro Koba

CTO
Naoki Kasahara

CIO
Shouichi Nakahara

Europe Region Manager
Yotam Dov‘

WERAVEYOU CEO

Korea Region Manager
Dongwook Ahn

NUBREED ENTERTAINMENT CEO

China Region Manager
Show Liu

Philippines Region Manager
Head of Operations

Shogo Aoyagi

India Region Manager
Vickram

Advisor
Ryuichi Imagawa

Kiii CEO

Advisor
Antonio Afonso

Green Valley Director

Advisor
Richard Jimmer

ADE Founder



Disclaimer

Disclaimer and Disclaimer

The information contained in this material is protected by copyrights, patents, 

trademarks, and other rights owned by DiscoverFeed, Inc. Except as otherwise 

expressly stated herein, the Company prohibits any alteration, reproduction, or 

distribution (including reprinting and uploading) of articles, photographs, charts, or 

other information contained in this material, or linking this material to other sites.

This material may be used only by employees of the Company or its subsidiaries 

or affiliates, and by agents authorized by the Company, for the sole purpose of 

marketing the products offered by the Company to their customers. Use for any 

other purpose is strictly prohibited. Please note that violation of the prohibition 

may result in criminal penalties and civil liability. This material is not intended to 

provide investment, legal, accounting or other professional advice.

■The Company may include links to sites established by third parties in this 

material, but this does not mean that the Company approves, endorses, or 

guarantees the linked sites or their product content. The Company assumes no 

responsibility whatsoever for such links.

■The descriptions of products in this document are not intended to describe all 

the details of the purchase contract, including the reasons for payment of 

proceeds, indemnification, and other details. For details of the contract, please 

fully confirm the contract pertaining to the product in question.

■The models and figures described in this material are simulated values based on 

current hypotheses and are not guaranteed. The Company does not guarantee any 

investment.

■The Company reserves the right to change all or part of the information 

contained in this material without prior notice. Users should always be aware of 

changes to the information contained in this material.

■The above information applies to all pages comprising this material.
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